Interplay between cigarette smoking and pulmonary reverse lipid transport.
Reverse lipid transport is critical to maintain homeostasis. Smoking causes lipid accumulation in macrophages, therefore suggesting suboptimal reverse lipid transport mechanisms. In this study, we investigated the interplay between smoking and reverse lipid transport and the consequences on smoking-induced lung and peripheral alterations.To investigate the relationship between smoking and reverse lipid transport, we used a clinical lung gene expression dataset and a mouse model of cigarette smoke exposure. We also used ApoA-1-/- mice, with reduced reverse lipid transport capacity, and a recombinant ApoA-1 Milano/phospholipid complex (MDCO-216) to boost reverse lipid transport. Cellular and functional analyses were performed on the lungs and impact on body composition was also assessed.Smoking affects pulmonary expression of abca1, abcg1, apoe and scarb1 in both mice and humans, key genes involved in reverse lipid transport. In mice, the capacity of bronchoalveolar lavage fluid and serum to stimulate cholesterol efflux in macrophages was increased after a single exposure to cigarette smoke. ApoA-1-/- mice showed increased lung neutrophilia, larger macrophages and greater loss in lean mass in response to smoking, whereas treatment with MDCO-216 reduced the size of macrophages and increased the lean mass of mice exposed to cigarette smoke.Altogether, this study shows a functional interaction between smoking and reverse lipid transport, and opens new avenues for better understanding the link between metabolic and pulmonary diseases related to smoking.